
FRISCO, United States: The little aircraft appeared
out of the blue sky above a Texas home, deposited its
payload of a mid-morning snack in the yard and
zoomed off, as deliveries by drone start becoming a
reality in America. Flying shipments of pizzas and
birthday gifts have still not become the norm that tech
leaders predicted, but the service is available in parts
of the United States and government regulation is
catching up.

Skeptics question whether drone drop-offs can
ever work on a large scale, but backers argue they are
safer and better for the planet than hulking, green-
house-gas-spewing delivery trucks-and faster.

The parcel lowered to the ground from an electric
drone hovering above Tiffany Bokhari’s Frisco, Texas,
house was in her hands minutes after she placed an
order on a smartphone app. “On the soda, you can
even see the condensation on it because it’s still cold,”
she told AFP after the drone from Alphabet-owned
Wing had flown off. Service was new in the area and
remained small-scale, but Wing offered the compari-
son of the up to 1,000 deliveries per day it’s doing in
just one part of the Brisbane metro area in Australia.

Blood and tooth brushes 
A handful of firms already have operations running

or will by year’s end in parts of Texas, North Carolina
or California, with providers including Israeli startup
Flytrex, Wing and e-commerce behemoth Amazon. In
fact, it was Amazon founder Jeff Bezos who in 2013
unveiled a delivery drone in a CBS interview, predict-
ing that within five years airborne shipments would be
routinely zipping from fulfillment centers to customers’
doorsteps. Things haven’t quite gone that way for the
company that has otherwise seeped ubiquitously into
aspects of modern life, from streaming and food shop-
ping to health care. When an Amazon delivery drone

crashed during a test last year and started a brush fire,
it was another setback for the company’s stumbling
drone ambitions. The work has advanced more steadily
for others, and in April, Wing announced what it calls
“the first commercial drone delivery service” in a
major US metro area: Texas’s Dallas-Fort Worth.

Wing, which also offers deliveries to some areas in
Australia and Finland, has a weight limit of 2.5-3
pounds (just over one kilo). “An entire roasted chick-
en... that’s actually a good visual for the size of what
fits,” said Jonathan Bass, who heads marketing and
communications for Wing. Take-out food, prescrip-
tions and household items like toothbrushes are the
type of small and light products that have worked for
airborne drop-offs, though drones have for years
delivered essential items like medical goods in parts of
Africa. Drone drop-offs of perishable substances like
blood make sense in places where infrastructure is
lacking and air transport is the best option, yet some
experts are skeptical of whether it works everywhere.

Government rules 
For example, a drone can carry one delivery from a

warehouse or store to generally one place, which
means a steep drop in efficiency in comparison with an
old-fashioned parcel delivery driver. “It would take a
small army of drones to service the 150-200 packages
that just one truck normally takes on a route,” wrote
Bloomberg Opinion columnist Thomas Black, who still
saw potential for “premium” emergency deliveries. But
Flytrex CEO Yariv Bash asserted that electric drones,
in addition to being more efficient than take-out food
deliveries done by a fossil fuel-powered car, were
safer. “Drones don’t get tired. They don’t try to text
while driving. They don’t drink and drive,” he told AFP.
“You just get much better service.”

The question of safety has been at the heart of long

processes of getting government approvals to work in
the United States. Bass, from Wing, noted that
although they use a 10-pound foam drone, the compa-
ny had to get the same certification that firms like DHL
or UPS need for their delivery aircraft.

But he noted the Federal Aviation Administration
transport regulator has launched a committee that’s
made recommendations for regulating drones in the
United States, adding: “I think that would really unlock

faster growth” in the country. Growth in the United
States wouldn’t be a surprise, as McKinsey &
Company figures show the global number of commer-
cial deliveries spiking from around 6,000 in 2018 to
nearly half a million last year.

“But the path ahead is not yet clear,” the firm’s
March report said. “Regulations, customer acceptance,
and cost will all determine whether the industry reach-
es its potential.” —AFP
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Pie from the sky: Drone 
delivery lands in America

Skeptics question whether drone drop-offs can work on a large-scale

LITTLE ELM, US: In this file photo taken on August 31, 2022, a drone secures an order before flying from Wing facility
during a demonstration in Frisco, Texas. — AFP

Ukraine war cripples
growth in ex-Soviet 
bloc: EBRD bank
LONDON: Rocketing inflation and dwindling gas sup-
plies fuelled by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine will ham-
mer growth in the ex-Soviet bloc next year, Europe’s
development bank forecast Wednesday.

The European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development cut its 2023 growth guidance, with
Ukraine facing a much weaker rebound than expected.
The bank’s investment zone is set for growth of three
percent next year. But the EBRD had previously fore-
cast a stronger expansion of 4.7 percent for its region
that includes nations ranging from Albania to Poland
and Morocco. Founded in 1991 to help former Soviet
bloc countries switch to free-market economies, the
EBRD has since extended its reach to include nations in
the Middle East and North Africa. “Negative factors
related to high energy prices, the Ukraine war, inflation
and the anticipated slowdown in western Europe, make
the prospects for next year bleaker,” chief economist
Beata Javorcik told AFP in an interview.

The zone is nevertheless expected to expand by 2.3
percent in 2022, upgraded from 1.1 percent on a “tem-
porary” boost from strong post-pandemic consumer
spending. Yet the bank remains mindful that many
EBRD nations are “highly” dependent on gas for their
energy needs. “These are very worrying times for the
EBRD regions and many advanced economies,” added
Javorcik. “As we head towards winter, the economic

cost of Russia’s war against Ukraine is growing clearer
with every day that passes.” Global inflation has surged
this year, largely on runaway oil, gas and food prices
after Russia launched its assault on neighboring
Ukraine in February. Inflation for the EBRD’s zone hit
16.5 percent in July, the highest level since 1998.
“Inflation may not have peaked in the EBRD regions as
in many countries the increase in producer costs and
high natural gas prices have not yet been fully reflected
in consumer prices,” noted Javorcik. The EBRD expects
Ukraine’s economy to contract 30 percent this year,
unchanged from its prior estimate, before growing by
eight percent in 2023.

The bank had in May forecast a much stronger 25-
percent rebound for next year. The London-headquar-
tered bank explained that it had expected Ukraine
reconstruction work to be under way.

Russia sanctions to bite 
The EBRD added that Russia’s sanctions-hit econo-

my would shrink three percent next year, downgraded
from zero growth, after contraction of an upwardly
revised five percent in 2022. “In general we believe that
sanctions will bite going forward,” added Javorcik. The
lender stressed that its projections were subject to
“major downside risk” should the Ukraine war esca-
late-or Russia slash gas exports further. If Moscow
cuts off all supplies of gas to Europe, then EBRD
nations will also encounter major supply-chain prob-
lems. “The effects of the war are becoming visible in
the (EBRD) economies,” said Javorcik. “We are seeing
much higher energy prices, increased inflation, and the
expected slowdown in western Europe is going to hit
exports quite hard.” Analysts are increasingly predict-
ing a global recession for 2023 as central banks ramp
up interest rates to cool decades-high inflation. — AFP

Turkey bows to 
US pressure, cuts 
Russian bank ties
ISTANBUL: Turkey’s booming wartime trade with
Moscow took a giant step back on Wednesday with
confirmation that the last three banks still processing
Russian card payments were pulling out under pres-
sure from Washington. The decision follows weeks of
increasingly blunt warnings from the United States
for NATO member Turkey to either limit its econom-
ic relations with Russia or face the threat of sanc-
tions itself.

The US Treasury said last week that Turkish banks
working with Russian Mir bank cards “risk supporting
Russia’s efforts to evade US sanctions”. Two private
Turkish lenders that began processing Mir after
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met Russian
counterpart Vladimir Putin in August suspended the
transactions earlier this month.

But three state lenders-Halkbank, Vakifbank and
Ziraatbank-still worked with the cards. A senior
Turkish official did not say when Russians would no
longer be able to access their cards in Turkey at all.
The three banks “are still processing (the outstanding)
payments, but they have set a future date” for pulling
out, the official said on condition of anonymity
because no formal decision by the three bank has been
announced.

The Kremlin on Wednesday condemned
Washington for forcing Turkish banks to cut their
Russian ties. “They are threatened with secondary
sanctions on the banking system. And this decision, of
course, was made under this unprecedented pressure,”
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said.

Shift in tone 
The explosion of Turkish trade with Russia during

the seven-month war in Ukraine has been a source of
growing irritation for Washington. The value of trade
between the two rose by more than 50 percent. Turkey
has also agreed to pay for a quarter of its Russian nat-
ural gas imports in rubles.

US Deputy Secretary of the Treasury Wally
Adeyemo paid a rare visit to Ankara and Istanbul in
June to express Washington’s worries that Russian oli-
garchs and big businesses were using Turkish entities
to evade Western sanctions. The Treasury sent a follow
up letter to Turkish banks and businesses in August

warning that they cannot expect to have “access to the
US dollar and other major currencies” if they trade
with sanctioned Russians. Turkey has tried to stay
neutral in the Ukrainian conflict and refused to sign up
to Western sanctions against Russia. It has used this
status to strike a range of economic agreements that
have helped prop up the ailing economy in the run-up
to June elections in which Erdogan will struggle to
extend his two-decade grip on power. Mir cards offer
millions of Russians that vacation in Turkey each year a
way to access their rubles and pay for everything from
restaurants to hotels.

They are also increasingly important to Russians
who are fleeing to Turkey as part of a new migration
wave of men trying to avoid the draft.

‘Fear of secondary sanctions’ 
Prominent Russian sanctions campaigner Bill

Browder-a businessman who left Moscow after one of
his associates died in jail-said the Turkish bank deci-
sion showed that the “fear of secondary sanctions is
starting to work”. “Turkish banks have abandoned
Putin’s Mir payment system out of fear of being pun-
ished by the US,” Browder tweeted. “We need to roll
this out far and wide. Chinese, Indian UAE and many
other countries should understand there will be conse-
quences.”

Russia developed Mir in 2015 to circumvent
Western sanctions imposed following its annexation of
Ukraine’s Crimea peninsula. But Russian central bank
chief Elvira Nabiullina conceded earlier this month that
Moscow was encountering “difficulties” expanding its
payment system around the world. Uzbekistan sus-
pended Mir transactions last Friday citing unspecified
“technical procedures”.—AFP

MOSCOW: A photo taken on March 14, 2022, shows the
logos of Visa, Mastercard and Russian Mir payment
systems on bank cards in Moscow. — AFP

LONDON: Rocketing inflation and dwindling gas supplies fuelled by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine will hammer
growth in the ex-Soviet bloc next year, Europe’s development bank forecast Wednesday.

Al Mulla Exchange 
launches money 
transfers with Visa
KUWAIT: Al Mulla Exchange, a member of Al Mulla
Group, and the leading foreign exchange and remit-

tance company in Kuwait, reaffirms its leadership
position in the market through a strategic business
alliance with Visa. The announcement was made at a
special official ceremony held recently in Kuwait in the
presence of Dr Saeeda Jaffar, Senior Vice President
and Group Country Manager for GCC at Visa, and
Hormuzda Davar, Managing Director -Trading,
Manufacturing and Financial Services at Al Mulla
Group. Through the newly signed agreement with Visa
(NYSE: V), Al Mulla International Exchange Co
enhances its remittance services and offers by launch-

ing cross borders money movement with Visa for its
customers in Kuwait.

Now, customers of Al Mulla Exchange can transfer
funds conveniently, securely and reliably to holders of
Visa cards in 34 countries and very soon this service
would be available to other territories around the
world. Customers can also enjoy this service through
the Al Mulla Exchange mobile application, website, or
by visiting any of our 107 branch locations across
Kuwait. In a few easy steps customers only need to
provide the recipient’s name, Visa card number, and

the amount to be sent, and the transactions can be
completed in near real-time.  

Al Mulla Exchange has always been at the forefront
in offering seamless remittance experience to its cus-
tomers. The company has been ranked two times in a
row among the “Top 5 Exchange Companies in the
GCC Going Digital” according to recent Forbes
Middle East’s rankings. Al Mulla Exchange currently
offers money transfers to countries in MENA, Europe,
USA, Canada, and Asia with plans to expand to more
countries across the globe in the near future. 


